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Laboratory Works 2 4 credits 133h

Physical properties of Condensed 
Matter 2

3 credits 76h

Multidisciplinary project 4 credits

Micro-nano technologies 4 credits

Safety, quality and applications to 
measurement

4 credits

Improving autonomy and building a 
professional project

4 credits 39h

Communicating within organizations 6 credits 75h
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Laboratory Works 2

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
133h

In brief
 Teaching language(s): Français, Anglais

Presentation

Description

Programme (detailed contents):

Lab works (8h or 16h sessions depending on the topic):

-Properties of electrical conduction of matter (Hall and magne-
tophonon effects), optical properties of matter (photo and 
electroluminescence, optical absorption) magnetic properties 
of matter (paramagnetic electronic resonance Kerr effect), 
Fourier optic, structural characterization of matter (Scanning 
and transmission electronic microscopy, X'ray analysis by 
EDS), Diffusion in solids, non-destructive control (Eddy current, 
Ultrasonic sound, Infrared thermography, X radiography).

The laboratory works emphasize the student autonomy and 
self-learning.

Lecture (2h):

training on « search technics for scientific documentation”.

Documents provided to the students :

Booklet for each of the proposed experimental set-ups.

Objectives

The aim of this course is to provide the students with 
experimental knowledge related to fundamental concepts of 
solid states physics and to structural analysis. Laboratory 
works are based on various experiments and techniques 
currently used in academic labs and companies. Laboratory 
works are related to (i) the structural characterisation of 
materials and devices (ii) the characterisation of the electronic, 
optical and magnetic properties of condensed matter.

At the end of this course, the student will be able to define and 
develop a multi-physical measurement chain to characterize 
the structural, electronic, optical and magnetic properties of 
matter and devices at the micro and nano-scale. He will be 
able to exploit a set of experimental data and able to assess 
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their relevance. For this, he will have understood and be able to 
explain the different concepts of solid state physic and devices.

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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Physical properties of Condensed Matter 2

 ECTS
3 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
76h

Presentation

Description

Part 1Understanding the forces and cohesion for molecular 
chemistry, phase transition, nucleation and growth of crystals. 
Being able to apply these principles to the synthesis of 
nanoparticles and the control of their properties and the 
elaboration and thermal treatment of bulk materials.

Part 2  : Understanding of the basis of magnetism and 
dielectricity. Being able to calculate:i) electric and magnetic field, 
magnetization, and dielectric polarisation in high-symmetry 
systems. ii) magnetic moment of isolated atoms. iii) equilibrium 
position of magnetization in Stoner-Wohlfarth model. iv) 
magnetic field in electromagnets.

Part 3  : Understanding of heterojunction physics.  Anderson 
diagram building. Device applications like Bipolar 
Transistor, HEMT, TEGFET and advanced components for 
optoelectronics.  (Classics LEDs, White LEDs, Hetejunction 
laser. Photonic devices, PhotoDiode, Photomultiplier, CCD, solar 
cells).

Being able to gives functions and utility of new materials for 
advanced electronics and optoelectronics: SOI GeOI, SiGeOI, 
GaAsOI.

Organisation:Lectures, tutorials and group work.  

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain some methods to elaborate materials, 
the major properties of the Solid State and the main concepts 
for various applications in the field of advanced devices in 
microelectronics and sensors.

The student will be able to describe and to apply :

- The methods for the synthesis on nanostructures and bulk 
materials, by chemical and physical routes, applied to the 
process of the micro and nano-electronics and metallurgy.

- the main electronic properties of the solid state, 
complementary to those described into the UF Solid state 
Physics 1, with a focus on the dielectric properties, and 
magnetism.

- the concepts of advanced devices for the microelectronics’ 
applications

Pre-requisites

 UF Solid state Physics 1

Electromagnetism of continuous media

Statistical physics
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thermodynamic

Introduction to quantum mechanics

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
Thomas BLON
 tblon@insa-toulouse.fr

Place

 Toulouse
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Multidisciplinary project

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE

In brief
 Teaching language(s): Français, Anglais

Presentation

Description

The typical project consists on the conception, development 
and the realisation and the test of a complete instrumentation 
set-up, including the sensor and it environment, the data 
acquisition system and the signal conditioning. Projects 
are directly proposed by local companies like Continental, 
Thalesalineaspace, Astrium, Freescale, laboratoire Fabre…. and 
academic laboratories in the field of physics, astrophysics, 
chemistry, biology, mechanics….

Lectures and tutorials related to the management projects are 
also provide to the student.

Objectives

The student will have to build up a multidisciplinary projects 
concentrating on a complete chain of measurement systems 
(signal capture, amplification, signal acquisition and treatment).

The student will have to :

- Acquire autonomy through the resolution of a complete 
technical problem

- Be able to mobilize its expertise to establish the technical 
specification requirements and to solve a given problem

- Implement the project management techniques (regularity ...)

- communicate and interact in an engineering context

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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Micro-nano technologies

 ECTS
4 credits

Presentation

Description

Programme (detailed contents):

Micro.  : Complete micro-electronic formation including 
physico-chemistry lectures on the processes used in micro-
electronics, training for the design, conception and simulation 
of the devices by Computer Aided Design (C.A.D.), and finally 
an application  training period in clean room for the realisation 
of semiconductors devices (NMOS...) and memory components 
based on Silicon nanocrystals  (e.g. FLASH)

Objectives

At the end of this module, the students should be able to:

- Design and simulate micro- and nano-electronic devices by 
computer aided design.

- know the main fabrication processes of the microelectronics 
industry (physical and chemical principles, associated design 
rules)

- use this processes in a clean room to fabricate CMOS devices 
and integrated circuits

- test the manufactured devices with electrical and physical 
characterization

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
MATHIEU PIERRE
 mpierre@insa-toulouse.fr
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Safety, quality and applications to measurement

 ECTS
4 credits

Presentation

Description

Program (detailed contents):

This module is divided into two main parts: one related to the 
theory of quality, safety and environment and a related party of 
the experiment:

The "theoretical" emphasis on:

- The introduction of the quality, safety and environment

- A safety course

- A Course of Design of Experiments (DOE): definition, historical, 
objectives, scientific basis, choice of design, construction, 
model validation ...

- A course of Component Reliability (MMIC): key aspects, 
the degradation mechanism, acceleration factor, aging test, 
response to the demands of space in terms of reliability

- A course in Statistical Process Control (SPC) tools, 
construction of control charts, process variability, capability 
indices ...

- A course on Environmental Hazards (eg nanotechnology, 
nuclear ...)

- An introductory course in decision and risk analysis

The "experimental" focusing on: experimental work in groups 
around the unifying themes of this module:

- Applications to metrology (AFM measurements ...)

- TP application laboratory of metrology

- A debriefing of design of experiments (DOE)

Organization (course):

The "theory" part is divided into 10 sessions of lectures and 
tutorials of about 2.75h and the "experimental" part is divided 
into 3 sessions of approximately 8h.

A booklet of each course is provided entirely handout.

Objectives

This module provides a theoretical and experimental approach 
of the main concepts involved in the field of quality, safety, 
environment and measurement. The following topics are 
covered:

• design of experiments,

• Statistical process control.

• component failure

• Metrology and testing

• decision making and risk analysis
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This entire course is motivating for the student by putting it 
in concrete situation with report to the problems they might 
encounter in his life as a future engineer.

In this framework, the guiding principle of the training is to focus 
on the one hand on the work group around applications and 
unifying themes and secondly, strengthening the link between 
academic courses of their curriculum and the concepts they will 
required during practical training in laboratory and/or company.

Students should especially be able to define, build and analyze 
an experimental design on a complex problem in physics.

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
JEREMIE GRISOLIA
 61859796
 grisolia@insa-toulouse.fr
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Improving autonomy and building a professional 
project

 ECTS
4 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
39h

Presentation

Objectives

Construire une équipe projet, Approfondir ses connaissances,

Investir le métier, les domaines d'activité, les fonctions.

L'étudiant devra être capable de :

- d'analyser avec les autres un problème posé (Identifier le 
problème, définir les axes d'approche dans un bilan interactif : 
organisation, physique, technique, stratégique, motivation, 
confiance...

- de décider ensemble (permettre à tout le monde d'exprimer 
son avis, ajuster et réguler sa conduite en fonction de l'analyse 
collective),

- d'identifier les ressources du groupe (sens critique, repérage 
des points forts et faibles de chacun).

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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Communicating within organizations

 ECTS
6 credits  Component

INSTITUT 
NATIONAL 
DES SCIENCES 
APPLIQUEES 
TOULOUSE


Number of 
hours
75h

Presentation

Objectives

The classes given in French will focus on :

- How to react to society's demand for technical and scientific 
information

- How to foster critical thinking in order to give appropriate 
answers when questioned about such issues

- How to communicate effectively in the workplace

The classes given in English will focus on the specific linguistic 
characteristics of English used in such contexts in order for the 
students to understand and master them.

The students will also be made aware of the specificity of 
professional communication within the English-speaking world

Module L2

The objectives, defined in reference to the CEFRL for the 5 
language activities, depend on the language studied - Chinese, 
German, Spanish - and the level of the student.

They can be consulted on :

https://moodle.insa-toulouse.fr/course/view.php?id=44

In certain cases, students may be authorised to follow an 
English module instead of another language.

Pre-requisites

For classes in English : mastery of general English.

Useful info

Place

 Toulouse
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